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Florida's legislative session starts next week [Jan. 9]. Several changes in state laws are in place as 2023 begins.

As of [Monday] January 1st, police departments across Florida can opt into what’s called a “persons with disabilities registry.”

Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander [wahn-durr] Franco has been arrested in the Dominican Republic after being interviewed by prosecutors investigating him for an alleged relationship with a minor.

Conservationists are celebrating a recent find of two eastern indigo snakes hatchlings out in the wild, in Liberty County’s Apalachicola [APP-ah-LATCH-ah-COLE-ah] Bluffs and Ravines Preserve.

Abortion rights activists still need just under 30,000 signatures by February 1 in order to place a constitutional amendment on the 2024 ballot.

There are several key changes coming to the next round of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA [Fahf-SUH] forms. There are several key changes coming to the next round of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA [Fahf-SUH] forms.

At an elementary school just steps from the beach in Manatee County, an iconic artist and conservationist is igniting a love of marine life in the next generation.

Conservationists are celebrating a recent find of two eastern indigo snakes hatchlings out in the wild, in Liberty County’s Apalachicola [APP-ah-LATCH-ah-COLE-ah] Bluffs and Ravines Preserve.

The cost of child care is out of reach for many Florida parents. Under a proposal for the upcoming legislative session, Florida voters would be asked to do away with a constitutional amendment on the 2024 ballot.
Florida lawmakers will discuss bills related to housing in the upcoming legislative session. At least two housing bills slated for the upcoming Legislative Session could mean big changes for Florida renters and homeowners.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is working with school districts on their L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A ruling is expected Friday on whether Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander Franco had an inappropriate relationship with a minor.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. At an elementary school just steps from the beach in Manatee County, an iconic artist and conservationist is igniting a love of marine life in the next generation.

Conservationists are celebrating a recent find of two eastern indigo snakes hatchlings out in the wild, in Liberty County's Apalachicola [APP-ah-LATCH-ah-COLE-ah] Bluffs and Ravens Preserve. There are several key changes coming to the next round of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA [Fahf-SUH] forms.

At an elementary school just steps from the beach in Manatee County, an iconic artist and conservationist is igniting a love of marine life in the next generation. A ruling is expected Friday on whether Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander Franco had an inappropriate relationship with a minor.

Florida's Department of Health is again clashing with federal health officials on COVID-19 recommendations. Legislation moving at the state capitol would require most Florida businesses to accept cash as a form of payment. A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A bill up for consideration during the upcoming legislative session would scale back a law that imposes a severe penalty on those who help an undocumented immigrant make a claim for public assistance.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.
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The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A bill up for consideration during the upcoming legislative session would scale back a law that imposes a three-day waiting period on gun purchases in Florida.
Florida lawmakers will discuss bills related to housing in the upcoming legislative session.

At least two other housing bills slated for the upcoming Legislative Session could mean big changes for Florida renters and homeowners.

Land would have to be set aside along Interstate 4 so passenger rail service could be extended between Orlando and Tampa.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is helping school districts across the state create inclusive L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.

A bill up for consideration during the upcoming legislative session would scale back a law that imposes a three-day waiting period on gun purchases in Florida.

Traffic in the first five months of the year.

Gov. Ron DeSantis and the state university system have asked a judge to dismiss lawsuits from two pro-Palestinian student groups on Florida’s campuses.

Transportation data company Inrix [inn-ricks] says Tampa saw the country’s biggest increase in downtown traffic in the first five months of 2023.

A transportation data company says Tampa had the country’s biggest increase in traffic to its downtown in the first five months of 2023.

For the second straight year, students at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg got to experience the Scientist at Sea.

First-time unemployment claims fell during the holiday-shortened final week of 2023.

At least two other housing bills slated for the upcoming Legislative Session could mean big changes for Florida renters and homeowners.

The nonprofit Equality Florida is working with school districts on their L-G-B-T-Q guidelines. Legislation moving at the state capitol would require most Florida businesses to accept cash as a form of payment.

A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.
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A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.

A ruling is expected Friday on whether Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander Franco had an inappropriate relationship with a minor.
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A bill in the Florida Legislature would broaden the definition of people who are illegally living in a home or apartment.
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Florida voters will decide this fall if school board elections should be partisan.

Gabriella Pinos

First-time unemployment claims fell during the holiday-shortened final week of 2023.

Craig Kopp

A key deadline is fast approaching under a new property law that requires citizens of certain countries to register their properties with the State of Florida. St. Petersburg officials want to make it clear that their city is the current and future home of the Tampa Bay Rays.

Danny Rivera, WLRN

Backers of a proposed constitutional amendment to enshrine abortion rights in Florida say they have reached a major milestone.

Cathy Carter

A transportation data company says Tampa had the country's biggest increase in traffic to its downtown in the first five months of 2023.

Meghan Bowman

About 25 Eckerd College students went aboard a research vessel to take samples from the Gulf of Mexico this past spring.

Jessica Messaros

The Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute will pay more than 19 point 5 million dollars ($19.5 million) in a settlement related to improper billing of government health-care programs.

NSF

For the first time since 2017, the circus is back on tour.

NSF

A winter storm that developed over the Plains on Thursday is scheduled to arrive in the greater Tampa Bay region early this weekend.

NSF

The Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute will pay more than 19 point 5 million dollars ($19.5 million) in a settlement related to improper billing of government health-care programs.

NSF

A key deadline is fast approaching under a new property law that requires citizens of certain countries to register their properties with the State of Florida. St. Petersburg officials want to make it clear that their city is the current and future home of the Tampa Bay Rays.

Danny Rivera, WLRN

Supporters of a proposed constitutional amendment aimed at ensuring abortion rights in Florida say they have enough valid signatures to get on the November ballot.

Cathy Carter

A transportation data company says Tampa had the country's biggest increase in downtown traffic to its downtown in the first five months of 2023.

NSF

A transportation data company says Tampa had the country's biggest increase in traffic to its downtown in the first five months of 2023.

Craig Kopp
Florida has opted out of a new program designed to help parents pay for groceries over the summer. [Gabi] 

Local lawmakers are spending the final days before Florida’s 20-24 Legislative session sharing their priorities. [Craig]

Three Lakeland residents who fled following their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol were taken into custody over the weekend. [Craig]

Florida gas prices were about eight cents higher Sunday than this time last week at an average of three dollars and sixteen cents ($3.16) per gallon. [Daylina]

A proposal that may be considered during the Florida legislative session starting tomorrow [Tuesday] would increase criminal penalties for immigrants who are arrested for felonies after illegally re-entering the U.S. following deportation for earlier crimes. [NSF]

Supporters of a proposed constitutional amendment aimed at ensuring abortion rights in Florida have enough valid signatures to get on the November ballot. [Cathy]

Florida voters will decide this fall if school board elections should be partisan. [Megh]

For more than two decades, Florida lawmakers have been ratcheting up requirements on the state’s public schools. [Lynn]

Florida lawmakers will take up several measures around education during the legislative session starting tomorrow [Tuesday]. [WFSU]

Three Lakeland residents who fled following their roles in the breach at the U.S. Capitol in 2021. [AP]

A Bradenton man is among two from Florida who were arrested last week [Thursday] in connection with their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol. [AP]

Three Lakeland residents who fled following their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol were taken into custody over the weekend. [AP]
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Three Lakeland residents who fled following their roles in the breach at the U.S. Capitol in 2021. [AP]

A Bradenton man is among two from Florida who were arrested last week [Thursday] in connection with their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol. [AP]

A Bradenton man is among two from Florida who were arrested last week [Thursday] in connection with their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol. [AP]
Local lawmakers are spending the final days before Florida’s 20-24 Legislative session sharing their priorities. State lawmakers begin their annual legislative session tomorrow [Jan.9].

Three Lakeland residents who fled following their roles in the January 6th riot at the U.S. Capitol were taken into custody over the weekend. Florida is opting out of a new federal program designed to help feed children over the summer.

The Florida Republican Party has voted to remove Christian Ziegler as its chairman. A Miami-Dade County judge ruled this week that Ziegler’s removal from the state party’s executive committee was invalid. The 2024 Florida legislative kick off tomorrow. 60 days of debate over issues facing the state and approval of this year’s budget.

Suspended Hillsborough County State Attorney Andrew Warren will not run for reelection. For more than two decades, Florida lawmakers have been ratcheting up requirements on the state’s public schools. The state Republican Party’s executive committee is removing embattled Chairman Christian Ziegler [Ziegler].

Florida voters might get the opportunity this fall to legalize the use of recreational marijuana. A Bradenton man is among two from Florida who were arrested last week [Thursday] in connection with their roles in the breach at the U.S. Capitol in 2021. Carl Lisciandraello

Sarasota’s on-demand transit system has operated alongside the county’s more traditional bus network since the summer of 2021. Legislation filed at the state capitol would create a universal free school breakfast and lunch program for all public-school students in the state.

A proposal that would allow women who have recently given birth to be excused from jury duty is ready for consideration by the full Florida House. Sarasota and Manatee counties are planning major upgrades to sports venues.

Hillsborough County’s transportation authority is effective, despite funding that hasn’t matched the rapidly growing population. The state Republican Party’s executive committee is removing embattled Chairman Christian Ziegler [Ziegler].

A Bradenton man is among two from Florida who were arrested last week [Thursday] in connection with their roles in the breach at the U.S. Capitol in 2021. Carl Lisciandraello

Proposed legislation would lower the minimum age from 21 to 18 for people to buy rifles and other long guns in Florida. Have you ever written a letter to a stranger?

Minors under the age of 16 would NOT be able to have social media accounts. A new state report says the Hillsborough Area Regional Transportation Authority is effective, even though it’s under funded.

Suspended Hillsborough County State Attorney Andrew Warren will not run for reelection. The state Republican Party’s executive committee is removing embattled Chairman Christian Ziegler [Ziegler].

Minors under the age of 16 would NOT be able to have social media accounts. School districts in the greater Tampa Bay region are adjusting their schedules ahead of severe storms that are expected this [Tuesday] afternoon.

A dangerous winter storm is barreling across the Lower Mississippi Valley and the Southeast this morning. Governor Ron DeSantis delivered his 2024 state of the state address today [Tuesday], days away from the Iowa caucus.
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A dangerous winter storm is barreling across the Lower Mississippi Valley and the Southeast this morning. Governor Ron DeSantis delivered his 2024 state of the state address today [Tuesday], days away from the Iowa caucus.
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Proposed legislation would lower the minimum age from 21 to 18 for people to buy rifles and other long guns in Florida. Have you ever written a letter to a stranger?

Minors under the age of 16 would NOT be able to have social media accounts. A new state report says the Hillsborough Area Regional Transportation Authority is effective, even though it’s under funded.

Suspended Hillsborough County State Attorney Andrew Warren will not run for reelection. The state Republican Party’s executive committee is removing embattled Chairman Christian Ziegler [Ziegler].

Minors under the age of 16 would NOT be able to have social media accounts. School districts in the greater Tampa Bay region are adjusting their schedules ahead of severe storms that are expected this [Tuesday] afternoon.

A dangerous winter storm is barreling across the Lower Mississippi Valley and the Southeast this morning. Governor Ron DeSantis delivered his 2024 state of the state address today [Tuesday], days away from the Iowa caucus.
Florida Democrats were quick to criticize Governor Ron DeSantis’ state of the state speech as long on presidential campaigning and short on addressing the needs of state residents. Governor Ron DeSantis’ 2024 State of the State address today (Tuesday) was light on new policy ideas and heavy on political messaging.

Democrats are criticizing Governor Ron DeSantis for not discussing the property insurance crisis in his state of the state address today (Tuesday).

Democrats are criticizing Governor Ron DeSantis for not discussing the property insurance crisis in his state of the state address today (Tuesday). Democrats are criticizing Governor Ron DeSantis for not discussing the property insurance crisis in his state of the state address today (Tuesday).

Legislation filed at the state capitol would create a universal free school breakfast and lunch program for all public-school students in the state. A bill filed in the Florida House would make a series of changes to gun laws, including allowing people to openly carry firearms.

A line of violent storms that caused multiple tornados in the Florida Panhandle is heading south to the greater Tampa Bay region. Governor Ron DeSantis delivered his 2024 state of the state address yesterday (Tuesday), days away from the Iowa caucus.

For twenty years, Pinellas County voters have approved a local tax that helps fund their public schools. Florida Senate President Kathleen Passidomo says expanding Medicaid is a non-starter in her chamber this session.
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Forecasters confirmed the strong storms that moved through the state yesterday produced an E-F Zero tornado in St. Petersburg. Scientists with the University of South Florida want to learn more about how the coronavirus spreads between humans and wildlife.

Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander Franco is facing a lesser charge after a judge in the Dominican Republic found insufficient evidence to charge him with sexual exploitation and money laundering.

Despite recent rainfall, the greater Tampa Bay region is still under a Stage 1 drought alert.

A controversial proposal that would loosen regulations on the numbers of hours that some teen Floridians can work continued moving through the state House on Wednesday. A bill that would change the structure of the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority is making it way through the chamber this session.

For twenty years, Pinellas County voters have approved a local tax that helps fund their public schools. Despite recent rainfall, the greater Tampa Bay region is still under a Stage 1 drought alert.

For twenty years, Pinellas County voters have approved a local tax that helps fund their public schools. During his opening remarks Tuesday, Florida House speaker Paul Renner highlighted measures of a special taxing district to the Walt Disney Company.

For twenty years, Pinellas County voters have approved a local tax that helps fund their public schools. Scientists with the University of South Florida want to learn more about how the coronavirus spreads between humans and wildlife.

Florida Senate President Kathleen Passidomo says expanding Medicaid is a non-starter in her session.

A bill filed in the Florida House would make a series of changes to gun laws, including allowing people to openly carry firearms.

Tampa Electric has withdrawn a request to avoid a state requirement that ensures rate increases are distributed fairly. Last year, Pinellas county schools received about sixty million [$60 million] from a local property tax.

Tampa Electric withdrew a petition this week (Monday), which had asked to use a different methodology than is required by the state to determine cost of services for customers.

Tampa Electric has withdrawn a request to avoid a state requirement that ensures rate increases are distributed fairly. Last year, Pinellas county schools received about sixty million [$60 million] from a local property tax.

Forecasters confirmed the strong storms that moved through the state yesterday produced an E-F Zero tornado in St. Petersburg. Scientists with the University of South Florida want to learn more about how the coronavirus spreads between humans and wildlife.

Tampa Bay Rays shortstop Wander Franco is facing a lesser charge after a judge in the Dominican Republic found insufficient evidence to charge him with sexual exploitation and money laundering.

Despite recent rainfall, the greater Tampa Bay region is still under a Stage 1 drought alert.

A controversial proposal that would loosen regulations on the numbers of hours that some teen Floridians can work continued moving through the state House on Wednesday.
Florida Senate has passed several bills aimed at "deregulation" of public schools. The Florida Senate is moving a suite of bills aimed at the "deregulation" of public schools forward. A Florida Senate committee has advanced a bill that would require residents and advocacy groups to cover all legal fees in court battles. Tampa Electric withdrew a petition this week (Monday), which had asked to use a different methodology than is required by the state to determine cost of services for customers. Cases of Alzheimer's are growing in Florida and a group of advocates is working to make sure resources are available for those who need them. TECO Petition WR

The Classic Learning Test -- or C-L-T -- made national headlines when Florida became the first state to approve it as a college entrance exam last fall. Tampa Electric has withdrawn a request to avoid a state requirement that ensures rate increases are distributed fairly. A Florida Senate committee has advanced a bill that would require residents and advocacy groups to cover all legal fees in court battles. Tampa Electric has withdrawn a request to avoid a state requirement that ensures rate increases are distributed fairly. A Florida Senate committee has advanced a bill that would require residents and advocacy groups to cover all legal fees in court battles. The Classic Learning Test -- or C-L-T -- made national headlines when Florida became the first state to approve it as a college entrance exam last fall.
A bill that would change the structure of the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority is making it way through the state legislature.

A controversial proposal that would loosen regulations on the numbers of hours that some teen Floridians can work continued moving through the state House on Wednesday.

Nearly 600-thousand [585,000] people age 65 and older in Florida have Alzheimer’s. Alzheimer’s care can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars – often, more than cancer care.

A bill banning local government’s from establishing a minimum wage for private businesses they contract passed its first committee stop Thursday.

The Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office says it made over 100 arrests as part of an operation against human trafficking.

A proposal that would prevent municipalities from charging higher water and sewer rates to customers who live outside city boundaries is beginning to move through the Florida House.

Congress must pass a spending plan by January nineteenth [19th] to avoid a government shutdown.

A bill filed in the Florida House would create a “bill of rights” for members of single-sex student organizations at colleges and universities, and to protect the groups.

Florida lawmakers are moving closer on a plan to offer public schools some regulatory relief, but exactly how much is still being debated.

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

A bill that would revamp Florida’s sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

A federal program that provides support to new mothers and babies is facing a budget cut ahead of next week’s government shutdown deadline.

Yet another winter storm that’s tracking east today could produce strong storms over parts of the state ...

The country will celebrate Martin Luther King Junior’s birthday on Monday, on what would have been the civil rights leader’s 95th birthday.

A federal program that provides support to new mothers and babies is facing a budget cut ahead of next week’s government shutdown deadline.

Florida saw a slight jump in first-time unemployment claims coming out of the holidays.

A new index ranks Florida counties for their performance regarding children’s wellness.

A proposal that would prevent municipalities from charging higher water and sewer rates to customers who live outside city boundaries is beginning to move through the Florida House.

Florida lawmakers are moving closer on a plan to offer public schools some regulatory relief, but exactly how much is still being debated.

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

A bill that would revamp Florida’s sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

A federal program that provides support to new mothers and babies is facing a budget cut ahead of next week’s government shutdown deadline.

Yet another winter storm that’s tracking east today could produce strong storms over parts of the state ...

The country will celebrate Martin Luther King Junior’s birthday on Monday, on what would have been the civil rights leader’s 95th birthday.

A federal program that provides support to new mothers and babies is facing a budget cut ahead of next week’s government shutdown deadline.
The Obamacare open enrollment period for this year ends tonight at eleven fifty-nine [11:59]. Continuity
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Pinellas County is ranked as the worst in the state for affordable child care.
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A bill that would require people to verify their age before accessing online content that would be "harmful to minors" is moving through the Florida House.

Politics

0630/0830

1-12 FLM Evictions WR

News Spot

Thousands of borrowers could see their student loans forgiven as soon as next month [February] – according to an announcement Friday by the U.S. Department of Education.

Culture

0630/0830

1-16 ArtCenterMan WR

Interview (2-way)

The Food and Drug Administration has authorized Florida to import cheaper prescription drugs from Canada.

Health

0630/0830

1-16 FPREN Storms ATC Q

Health

Megan Borowski, FPREN

FLX

NSF

Art

5pm/6:30pm

0600/0800

1-16 Web-Age Verify CC

Government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Health

1-16 Kids Count WRAP

News Spot

A new index ranks Florida counties for their performance regarding children's wellness.

Politics

16:30

1-12 Parkland Judge CC

News Spot

The former judge who presided over the sentencing trial of the Parkland school shooter is speaking out for the first time since receiving backlash for how she handled the trial.

Environment

16:30

1-11 Panther Death RDR

News Spot

Wildlife officials have reported the first endangered Florida panther death of 2024.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Healthcare Bill RDR

News Spot

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-12 Ed Dereg-House WR

News Spot

A winter storm continues to barrel across the eastern United States, bringing snow to the Great Lakes and severe weather to parts of the Southeast.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Ed Dereg-House WR

News Spot

The country will celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.\'s birthday on Monday, on what would have been the civil rights leader's 95th birthday.

Education

0530/0730

1-11 MLK Events ATC Q

Interview (2-way)

The Florida Legislature is now in session.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

The first report of the year on Florida's struggling citrus industry showed no major changes in production estimates for this growing season.

Health

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions XC

Interview (2-way)

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Interview (2-way)

The number of evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region have surged since pandemic-era restrictions were lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-11 MLK Events CC

Interview (2-way)

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

A bill that would require people to verify their age before accessing online content that would be "harmful to minors" is moving through the Florida House.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Health Care Bill RDR

News Spot

The Florida House is moving forward with its version of a healthcare plan.

Politics

0530/0730

1-16 Health Care Bill RDR

News Spot

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-16 FPREN Storms ATC Q

Health

Megan Borowski, FPREN

FLX

NSF

Arts

5pm/6:30pm

0600/0800

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Politics

0600/0800

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

The first report of the year on Florida's struggling citrus industry showed no major changes in production estimates for this growing season.

Health

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions XC

Interview (2-way)

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Interview (2-way)

The number of evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region have surged since pandemic-era restrictions were lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-11 MLK Events CC

Interview (2-way)

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

A bill that would require people to verify their age before accessing online content that would be "harmful to minors" is moving through the Florida House.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Health Care Bill RDR

News Spot

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-16 FPREN Storms ATC Q

Health

Megan Borowski, FPREN

FLX

NSF

Arts

5pm/6:30pm

0600/0800

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Politics

0600/0800

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

The first report of the year on Florida's struggling citrus industry showed no major changes in production estimates for this growing season.

Health

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions XC

Interview (2-way)

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Interview (2-way)

The number of evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region have surged since pandemic-era restrictions were lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-11 MLK Events CC

Interview (2-way)

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

A bill that would require people to verify their age before accessing online content that would be "harmful to minors" is moving through the Florida House.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Health Care Bill RDR

News Spot

The Florida Senate is poised to pass a wide-ranging health care plan that includes trying to boost the number of doctors in the state and shift patients away from emergency rooms.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-16 FPREN Storms ATC Q

Health

Megan Borowski, FPREN

FLX

NSF

Arts

5pm/6:30pm

0600/0800

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Politics

0600/0800

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

A bill that would revamp Florida's sovereign-immunity laws, which are designed to limit liability of government agencies, is moving through the state House.

Children

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions CC

News Spot

The first report of the year on Florida's struggling citrus industry showed no major changes in production estimates for this growing season.

Health

0530/0730

1-12 FLM Evictions XC

Interview (2-way)

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

Health

0530/0730

1-16 Web Age Verify CC

Interview (2-way)

The number of evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region have surged since pandemic-era restrictions were lifted.

Politics

0530/0730

1-12 Kids Count CCC

News Spot

Evictions in the greater Tampa Bay region are surging now that national pandemic-era restrictions have been lifted.
Florida’s top health official suggested without evidence that tiny DNA fragments in m-R-N-A COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous and that the shots should not be used.

The Florida House is moving forward with its version of a healthcare plan. The open enrollment period for health insurance through the Affordable Care Act marketplace – or Obamacare – ends tonight.

The annual Ringling College Town Hall series kicked off in Sarasota today [Tuesday] with former G-O-P Representative Liz Cheney spoke to a sold out crowd in Sarasota today [Tuesday].

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers have advanced in the N-F-L Playoffs.

The Florida Legislature is now in session.

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis is looking ahead to South Carolina after coming in second in Iowa's caucuses.

The Food and Drug Administration has authorized Florida to import cheaper prescription drugs from Canada.

The coldest air so far this winter is arriving to our area this evening [Tuesday] behind a front that caused widespread shower and thunderstorm activity earlier today.

The Florida Senate has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights.

Florida’s top health official suggested without evidence that tiny DNA fragments in m-R-N-A COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous and that the shots should not be used.

The first report of the year on Florida’s struggling citrus industry showed no major changes in production estimates for this growing season.

The Executive Director of Art Center Manatee says construction on the nonprofit's new building should be complete by the end of this year.

Thousands of borrowers could see their student loans forgiven as soon as next month [February] – according to an announcement Friday by the U.S. Department of Education.

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers have advanced in the N-F-L Playoffs.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

The Florida Republican Party has a new leader.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

Charter school enrollment is growing across the nation and in Florida.

Extra safeguards could be put in place for students with special needs at risk of running away from school.

Representative Liz Cheney

The executive director of Art Center Manatee says construction on the nonprofit's new building should be complete by the end of this year.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

The Florida Republican Party has a new leader.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

The open enrollment period for health insurance through the Affordable Care Act marketplace – or Obamacare – ends tonight.

The Executive Director of Art Center Manatee says construction on the nonprofit's new building should be complete by the end of this year.

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers have advanced in the N-F-L Playoffs.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

A Florida Senate committee has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights.

A possible Native American burial ground has been found in Pinellas County.

The executive director of Art Center Manatee says construction on the nonprofit's new building should be complete by the end of this year.

The Florida Senate has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights.

The Florida Supreme Court will hear oral arguments next month on a proposal to enshrine abortion rights in the state's constitution.
Florida continues to grow, and it's putting a strain on drinking supplies in some areas across South Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. The annual Ringling College Town Hall series kicked off in Sarasota today [Tuesday] with former G-O-P Representative Liz Cheney. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Singers from Key Chorale [pronounced like corral] often perform with the Sarasota Orchestra. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Republican Liz Cheney spoke to a sold out crowd in Sarasota today [Tuesday]. Charter school enrollment is growing across the nation and in Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill that would increase the cap for customers to get coverage from the state's Citizens Property Insurance. A Florida Senate committee has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series on the history of our region. The Florida Supreme Court will hear oral arguments next month on a proposal to enshrine abortion rights in the state's constitution. County commissioners would face eight-year term limits under legislation passed by a Senate committee Tuesday. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series that captures our area's rich history. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. Florida continues to grow, and it's putting a strain on drinking supplies in some areas across South Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. The annual Ringling College Town Hall series kicked off in Sarasota today [Tuesday] with former G-O-P Representative Liz Cheney. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Singers from Key Chorale [pronounced like corral] often perform with the Sarasota Orchestra. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Republican Liz Cheney spoke to a sold out crowd in Sarasota today [Tuesday]. Charter school enrollment is growing across the nation and in Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill that would increase the cap for customers to get coverage from the state's Citizens Property Insurance. A Florida Senate committee has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series on the history of our region. The Florida Supreme Court will hear oral arguments next month on a proposal to enshrine abortion rights in the state's constitution. County commissioners would face eight-year term limits under legislation passed by a Senate committee Tuesday. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series that captures our area's rich history. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. Florida continues to grow, and it's putting a strain on drinking supplies in some areas across South Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. The annual Ringling College Town Hall series kicked off in Sarasota today [Tuesday] with former G-O-P Representative Liz Cheney. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Singers from Key Chorale [pronounced like corral] often perform with the Sarasota Orchestra. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Republican Liz Cheney spoke to a sold out crowd in Sarasota today [Tuesday]. Charter school enrollment is growing across the nation and in Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill that would increase the cap for customers to get coverage from the state's Citizens Property Insurance. A Florida Senate committee has approved a bill that could lead to fewer lawsuits in property-rights fights. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series on the history of our region. The Florida Supreme Court will hear oral arguments next month on a proposal to enshrine abortion rights in the state's constitution. County commissioners would face eight-year term limits under legislation passed by a Senate committee Tuesday. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series that captures our area's rich history. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Disney is hoping a recent decision bolstering Andrew Warren's First Amendment case against Governor Ron DeSantis helps its own free speech lawsuit against the governor. Florida continues to grow, and it's putting a strain on drinking supplies in some areas across South Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. The annual Ringling College Town Hall series kicked off in Sarasota today [Tuesday] with former G-O-P Representative Liz Cheney. When people age, and begin to lose their memory, they become isolated, and lose touch with community and family. Singers from Key Chorale [pronounced like corral] often perform with the Sarasota Orchestra. Residents are waking up to some chilly temperatures today, but it's going to get even colder this weekend. Republican Liz Cheney spoke to a sold out crowd in Sarasota today [Tuesday]. Charter school enrollment is growing across the nation and in Florida. Florida legislative leaders are looking at using gambling money to help pay for further expansion of a state wildlife corridor and other environmental projects. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill that would increase the cap for customers to get coverage from the state's Citizens Property Insurance.
01/17/2024 6:30p News Spot Business 1-17 AX3 Scrub VCR A crew of four will have to wait until tomorrow [Thursday] at the earliest for the launch of a privately-chartered mission to the International Space Station.

The Florida House began moving forward with a proposal that would restrict the types of flags that can be displayed at government buildings and schools, including preventing the display of L-G-B-T-Q pride and Black Lives Matter flags.

Marian Summerall, WMFE

01/18/2024 0530/0730 News Spot Politics 1-17 Pride Flags CC1-2 A crew of four will have to wait for this afternoon [Thursday] at the earliest for the launch of a privately-chartered mission to the International Space Station.

BayCare is getting more than three million dollars from Pasco County to expand mental health and addiction treatment.

In November, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a 2018 constitutional amendment does not shield the identities of crime victims.

Tom Urban

01/18/2024 0530/0730 News Spot Culture 1-17 AX3 Scrub VCR Pasco County is awarding more than 8 million dollars to nine organizations working to combat drug addiction.

An appeals court has released a split ruling on a dispute between Pasco County and its county clerk over who should pay for court operations.

Marian Summerall, WMFE

01/18/2024 0600/0800 News Spot Health 1-18 BayCare Funds CC A pair of bills filed in Tallahassee would set up a regulatory framework for fantasy sports gambling.

A crew of four will have to wait until tomorrow [Thursday] at the earliest for the launch of a privately-chartered mission to the International Space Station.

Stephanie Colombini

01/18/2024 0600/0800 News Spot Legal 1-18 Pasco Clerk Case RDR Pasco County Library officials are working with The Tampa Bay History Center to provide a free five-week series on the history of our region.

The state’s Citizens Property Insurance added nearly four thousand policies last week, but it could be poised for a decrease later this month.

Sue Wantuck

01/18/2024 0600/0800 News Spot Arts 1-17 Pasco Library WR The Florida Board of Education is signing off on rules that will prevent colleges from spending money on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.

Pasco County is awarding more than 8 million dollars to nine organizations working to combat drug addiction.

Sue Wantuck

01/18/2024 0600/0800 News Spot Business 1-18 Citizens Policies RDR With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

The annual Gasparilla festivities begin this Saturday in downtown Tampa with the Children's Gasparilla Parade.

NSF

01/18/2024 0630/0830 News Spot Education 1-18 DEI Rules RDR The Florida House began moving forward with a proposal that would restrict the types of flags that can be displayed at government buildings and schools, including preventing the display of L-G-B-T-Q pride and Black Lives Matter flags.

A pair of bills filed in Tallahassee would set up a regulatory framework for fantasy sports gambling.

Regan McCarthy, WFSU

01/18/2024 0630/0830 News Spot Politics 1-17 Pride Flags CC3 House Speaker Paul Renner is shooting down any hopes of Florida becoming an open-carry state -- at least for now.

BayCare is getting more than three million dollars from Pasco County to expand mental health and addiction treatment.

Regan McCarthy, WFSU

01/18/2024 0630/0830 News Spot Public Safety 1-17 No OpenCarry Bill CC BayCare is getting more than three million dollars from Pasco County to expand mental health and addiction treatment.

Pasco County Libraries is teaming up with The Tampa Bay History Center to offer a free five-part monthly series that captures our area’s rich history.

Adrian Andrews, WFSU

01/18/2024 0700/0900 News Spot Health 1-18 BayCare Funds WRAP With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

The annual Gasparilla festivities begin this Saturday in downtown Tampa with the Children's Gasparilla Parade.

Stephanie Colombini

01/18/2024 0700/0900 News Spot Arts 1-17 Pasco Library CC With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

The annual Gasparilla festivities begin this Saturday in downtown Tampa with the Children's Gasparilla Parade.

Sue Wantuck

01/18/2024 700 News Spot Education 1-12 FIU-China VCR With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

Danny Rivero, WURN

01/18/2024 0800 News Spot Continuity Web Tease Culture 1-17 Gasparilla WEB A pair of bills filed in Tallahassee would set up a regulatory framework for fantasy sports gambling.

A pair of bills filed in Tallahassee would set up a regulatory framework for fantasy sports gambling.

Daylina Miller

01/18/2024 0800 News Spot Business 1-9 FantasySports Bill RDR In November, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a 2018 constitutional amendment does not shield the identities of crime victims.

Pasco County is awarding more than 8 million dollars to nine organizations working to combat drug addiction.

NSF

01/18/2024 0800 News Spot Crime 1-10 Marsy’s Law Bill RDR With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

Paso  County is awarding more than 8 million dollars to nine organizations working to combat drug addiction.

NSF

01/18/2024 1200 News Spot Education 1-12 FIU-China VCR Pasco County Library officials are working with The Tampa Bay History Center to provide a free five-week series on the history of our region.

An appeals court has released a split ruling on a dispute between Pasco County and its county clerk over who should pay for court operations.

ADrian Andrews, WFSU

01/18/2024 1200 News Spot Health 1-18 BayCare Funds CC A crew of four will have to wait until tomorrow [Thursday] at the earliest for the launch of a privately-chartered mission to the International Space Station.

With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

Stephanie Colombini

01/18/2024 1300 News Spot Arts 1-17 Pasco Library WR With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program -- is unclear.

A pair of bills filed in Tallahassee would set up a regulatory framework for fantasy sports gambling.

Sue Wantuck

01/18/2024 1300 News Spot Business 1-9 FantasySports Bill RDR The Florida House began moving forward with a proposal that would restrict the types of flags that can be displayed at government buildings and schools, including preventing the display of L-G-B-T-Q pride and Black Lives Matter flags.

In November, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a 2018 constitutional amendment does not shield the identities of crime victims.

NSF

01/18/2024 2p News Spot Politics 1-17 Pride Flags CC1-2 The Florida Board of Education is signing off on rules that will prevent colleges from spending money on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.

BayCare is getting more than three million dollars from Pasco County to expand mental health and addiction treatment.

Regan McCarthy, WFSU

01/18/2024 2p News Spot Education 1-18 DEI Rules RDR In November, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a 2018 constitutional amendment does not shield the identities of crime victims.

NSF

01/18/2024 3p News Spot Health 1-18 BayCare Funds WRAP The Florida Board of Education is signing off on rules that will prevent colleges from spending money on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.

Stephanie Colombini

01/18/2024 3p News Spot Crime 1-10 Marsy’s Law Bill RDR The Florida House began moving forward with a proposal that would restrict the types of flags that can be displayed at government buildings and schools, including preventing the display of L-G-B-T-Q pride and Black Lives Matter flags.

In November, the Florida Supreme Court ruled that a 2018 constitutional amendment does not shield the identities of crime victims.
The Florida Senate unanimously passed a wide-ranging plan that supporters tout as a strategy to expand healthcare access as the state’s population continues to grow.

Volunteers will head out across Sarasota and Manatee counties later this month to count the area’s homeless population.

An appeals court has released a split ruling on a dispute between Pasco County and its county clerk over who should pay for court operations.

With new laws cracking down on how Florida universities interact with countries like China and Cuba, the current status of Florida International University’s single largest international program is unclear.

The Florida Board of Education is signing off on rules that will prevent colleges from spending money on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.

Tampa Mayor Jane Castor is missing our chilly weather. She's in Washington, D.C where it's even colder, attending the U.S Conference of Mayor's meeting.

Pasco County is awarding more than 8 million dollars to nine organizations working to combat drug addiction.

The state’s Citizens Property Insurance added nearly four thousand policies last week, but it could be poised for a decrease later this month.

BayCare is getting more than three million dollars from Pasco County to expand mental health and addiction treatment.

A healthcare access package dubbed “Live [liv] Healthy” passed the full Senate today (Thursday).

Tampa Mayor Jane Castor is in Washington, D.C for the U.S Conference of mayor’s meeting.

Cigarette use among adolescents in the U.S has dropped substantially.

Smoking and vaping in state parks would be banned under a bill moving through the Florida Senate.

The Florida Board of Education is signing off on rules that will prevent colleges from spending money on diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives.

A healthcare access package dubbed “Live [liv] Healthy” passed the full Senate today (Thursday).

Tampa Mayor Jane Castor is in Washington, D.C for the U.S Conference of mayor’s meeting.

Cigarette use among adolescents in the U.S has dropped substantially.

Smoking and vaping in state parks would be banned under a bill moving through the Florida Senate.

The group Equality Florida is speaking out against over 20 new proposed laws that they say are anti-LGBTQ plus.

The Florida Senate unanimously passed a wide-ranging plan that supporters tout as a strategy to expand healthcare access as the state’s population continues to grow.

Cigarette use among adolescents in the U.S has dropped substantially.

Smoking and vaping in state parks would be banned under a bill moving through the Florida Senate.

The group Equality Florida is speaking out against over 20 new proposed laws that they say are anti-LGBTQ plus.

The Florida Senate unanimously passed a wide-ranging plan that supporters tout as a strategy to expand healthcare access as the state’s population continues to grow.
This week on The Zest Podcast, learn how to make eating out a healthier experience with tips from consumer sciences educator Shari Bresin (SHARE-ee BREZ-in).

For people trying to eat healthy, restaurant menus can be a land mine.

Expect the warmer weather to continue today (Friday) before another blast of arctic air arrives tonight - just in time for tomorrow's Children's Gasparilla Parade.

Tampa's mayor is in Washington, DC at the U-S Conference of Mayors meeting.

Volunteers will head out across Sarasota and Manatee counties later this month to count the area's homeless population.

A Sarasota County judge lowered the amount Johns Hopkins All Children's Hospital is required to pay a family in a lawsuit that gained national attention.

Smoking and vaping in state parks would be banned under a bill moving through the Florida Senate.

Governor Ron DeSantis will ask a full federal appeals court to take up a battle about his suspension of Hillsborough County State Attorney Andrew Warren, after a panel of the court backed Warren on key issues. The group Equality Florida is speaking out against over 20 new proposed laws that they say are anti-LGBTQ plus.

Temperatures tomorrow (Saturday) night will drop into the mid-30s to low-40s, with areas along the Nature Coast falling into the upper 20s heading into Sunday.

Cigarette use among adolescents in the U-S has dropped substantially.

Tampa Mayor Jane Castor is missing our chilly weather.

Frigid air is arriving from the north this evening (Friday), and temperatures this weekend are slated to fall to the coldest they've been so far this winter.

A healthcare access package dubbed "Live [liv] Healthy" passed the full Florida Senate Thursday. Volunteers will head out across Sarasota and Manatee counties later this month to count the area's homeless population.

Florida saw its unemployment rate continue to tick up as 2023 ended. Halfway into the school year, teacher vacancies are still too high, according to the state's largest teacher's union. Frigid air is arriving from the north this evening (Friday), and temperatures this weekend are slated to fall to the coldest they've been so far this winter.

For people trying to eat healthy, restaurant menus can be a land mine.
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Frigid air is arriving from the north this evening (Friday), and temperatures this weekend are slated to fall to the coldest they've been so far this winter.

A healthcare access package dubbed "Live [liv] Healthy" passed the full Florida Senate Thursday. Volunteers will head out across Sarasota and Manatee counties later this month to count the area's homeless population.

Florida saw its unemployment rate continue to tick up as 2023 ended. Halfway into the school year, teacher vacancies are still too high, according to the state's largest teacher's union. Frigid air is arriving from the north this evening (Friday), and temperatures this weekend are slated to fall to the coldest they've been so far this winter.

For people trying to eat healthy, restaurant menus can be a land mine.
January is National Human Trafficking Prevention Month and human trafficking is widespread in Florida. Florida’s jobless rate edged up at the end of the year. More than four-thousand teaching positions need to be filled across the state... including almost nine hundred [900] in the greater Tampa Bay Region. Florida and more than a dozen other GOP-led states are refusing federal money to feed kids during the summer.

Nursing home residents are being hospitalized at higher rates since Florida reduced the staffing requirements for certified nursing assistants in 2022. Smoking and vaping in state parks would be banned under a bill moving through the Florida Senate. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill this week [1/16] that would prevent cities and counties from accepting identification cards issued to undocumented immigrants.

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ season ended yesterday [Sunday] with a 31 to 23 loss to the Detroit Lions in the N-F-L divisional playoffs. The plant-based substance known as kratom [KR-uh-tom, like Atom] is available at many businesses and restaurants around Florida. Nursing homes in Florida are often operating without enough qualified staff. Halfway into the school year, teacher vacancies are still too high, according to the state’s largest teacher’s union. The group Equality Florida is speaking out against 20 new proposed laws that they say are anti-LGBTQ plus.

The group Equality Florida is speaking out against over 20 new proposed laws that they say are anti-LGBTQ plus. A bill moving forward in the state Senate will mean many Florida retail businesses would be required to accept cash as a form of payment. The U.S. Air Force plans to expand its search for grave sites in a former Black cemetery on MacDill Air Force Base. More than four-thousand teaching positions need to be filled across the state... including almost nine hundred [900] in the greater Tampa Bay Region.

January is National Human Trafficking Prevention Month and human trafficking is widespread in Florida. Florida’s jobless rate edged up at the end of the year. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ season ended yesterday [Sunday] with a 31 to 23 loss to the Detroit Lions in the N-F-L divisional playoffs. Florida saw its unemployment rate continue to tick up as 2023 ended.
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The average price of a gallon of gas in Florida is below three dollars for the first time this year. Halfway into the school year, teacher vacancies are still too high, according to the state's largest teacher's union. Democratic Party Chair Nikki Fried reacted to the news that Governor Ron DeSantis suspended his campaign for president on Sunday. It's National Human Trafficking Prevention month. White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre says she doesn't understand why Florida and more than a dozen other GOP-led states are refusing federal money to feed kids during the summer. Hillsborough County continues to be home to one of the largest refugee communities in the state. A Florida Senate committee approved a bill this week that would prevent cities and counties from accepting identification cards issued to undocumented immigrants. Governor Ron DeSantis has officially dropped his race for the White House. January is National Human Trafficking Prevention Month and human trafficking is widespread in Florida. Hillsborough County is home to one of the largest refugee communities in Florida. The U.S. Air Force plans to expand its search for grave sites in a former Black cemetery on MacDill Air Force Base. Democratic Party Chair Nikki Fried reacted to the news that Governor Ron DeSantis suspended his campaign for president on Sunday. Republicans in the Florida House are moving forward with a bill that would allow parents to file civil lawsuits seeking damages for the wrongful death of an "unborn child." The Tampa Bay Buccaneers' season ended yesterday with a 31 to 23 loss to the Detroit Lions in the N-F-L divisional playoffs. The average price of a gallon of gas in Florida is below three dollars for the first time this year. Natural disasters like hurricanes, wildfires, tornadoes, and snowstorms are affecting more people across the country. Despite recent rainfall, the greater Tampa Bay region is still under a Stage 1 drought alert. A Florida Senate committee approved a proposal last week that would create a priority list for applicants and add improvements that could be covered by the My Safe Florida Home program. Florida's state bird is... the mockingbird. Hillsborough County is home to one of the largest refugee communities in Florida. The Florida House is moving forward with a bill that would allow parents to file civil lawsuits seeking damages for the wrongful death of an "unborn child." The state of Florida will receive over a billion dollars in the latest round of federal infrastructure funds. Attorney General Ashley Moody is warning Floridians about a rise in deaths from a dangerous designer drug often referred to as "fake xanax." The Florida House is moving forward with a bill that could lead to fees for people who challenge numerous library books or learning materials. Fewer Floridians had abortions in 2023 than in the previous two years (each, not combined), according to state data. That would require disclaimers on political ads created by using artificial intelligence began advancing this week in the Florida Senate. Cities like St. Pete Beach and Anna Maria island are seeing officials resigning over a new state financial disclosure law. A bill that would require disclaimers on political ads created by using artificial intelligence began advancing this week in the Florida Senate. Cities like St. Pete Beach and Anna Maria island are seeing officials resigning over a new state financial disclosure law. A bill that would require disclaimers on political ads created by using artificial intelligence began advancing this week in the Florida Senate. Cities like St. Pete Beach and Anna Maria island are seeing officials resigning over a new state financial disclosure law. A bill that would require disclaimers on political ads created by using artificial intelligence began advancing this week in the Florida Senate. Cities like St. Pete Beach and Anna Maria island are seeing officials resigning over a new state financial disclosure law.
Hillsborough County is home to one of the largest refugee communities in Florida.

A Florida Senate committee approved a proposal last week (Tuesday) that would create a priority list for applicants and add improvements that could be covered by the My Safe Florida Home program. Fewer Floridians had abortions in 2023 than in the previous two years, according to the state data.

Florida continues to see an increase in the number of women traveling to the state for abortions despite its 15-week ban. A bill that would allow new mothers to be excused from jury duty passed unanimously last week (Thursday) in the Florida House. The Florida House is moving forward with a bill that could lead to fees for people who challenge numerous library books or learning materials.

The Florida House is moving forward with a bill that could lead to fees for people who challenge numerous library books or learning materials. The state university system’s Board of Governors is scheduled to consider extending the contract of Chancellors who adhere to state data.
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Kids caught with an illegal firearm could be charged with a felony under a bill moving through the Florida Senate. A proposal designed to keep "identity politics" out of teacher-preparation courses is moving forward in the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. Hundreds of survivors of crime and families of victims gathered at the state capital Tuesday... calling for, among other things, increased funding for trauma recovery services to help crime victims heal.

Nearly two dozen bargaining units representing state educators are at risk of losing their contracts, according to the Florida Education Association. Nearly two dozen bargaining units representing state educators are at risk of losing their contracts, according to the Florida Education Association.

A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short. A bill creating an Alzheimer's training program for law enforcement officers is making its way through the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short.

Local officials could be booted from office if they take action to remove historical monuments in their communities, including those with Confederate ties. A bill creating an Alzheimer's training program for law enforcement officers is making its way through the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short.

A proposal designed to keep "identity politics" out of teacher-preparation courses is moving forward in the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. Hundreds of survivors of crime and families of victims gathered at the state capital Tuesday... calling for, among other things, increased funding for trauma recovery services to help crime victims heal. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short.

A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short. A proposal designed to keep "identity politics" out of teacher-preparation courses is moving forward in the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short.

Local officials could be booted from office if they take action to remove historical monuments in their communities, including those with Confederate ties. A bill creating an Alzheimer's training program for law enforcement officers is making its way through the Florida Senate. Clean water advocates in Florida are concerned that the state's lawmakers will use a recent report to put an end to fertilizer bans. A controversial bill that removes limits on when 16, and 17-year-olds can work passed its second Florida House committee, but time for public comment was cut short.
Florida lawmakers ordered researchers last year to determine whether banning fertilizers for several months actually protects water bodies from algae blooms. Disney has requested a second court delay in its legal battle with Governor Ron DeSantis’ appointees over who controls Walt Disney World’s governing district. Local officials could be booted from office if they take action to remove historical monuments in their communities, including those with Confederate ties. Hillsborough County book reviewers voted to keep a widely-banned book in one of its high schools. A bill creating an Alzheimer’s training program for law enforcement officers is making its way through the Florida Senate. A measure that would require state-issued identification cards to reflect a person’s sex assigned at birth and impose requirements for insurers who cover gender-affirming care is moving through the Florida House. With no prior rowing experience, a University of South Florida team of four marine biologists took home first place among women in a competition called “the World’s Toughest Row.” Florida lawmakers raised eyebrows last year when they ordered researchers to determine whether local ordinances that ban the use of fertilizers for part of the year are effective.

Hillsborough County Commissioners are considering whether to fund a hydrogen energy plant. Pasco County Drivers will have a new, convenient way to renew their vehicle registration. Hundreds of survivors of crime and families of victims gathered at the state capitol Tuesday ... calling for, among other things, increased funding for trauma recovery services to help crime victims heal.
The Tampa City Council voted unanimously to push discussion of a juvenile curfew to a later date. Sarasota County is taking a hard look at rising sea levels. A bill that could lead to increased growth of a school-vouchers program for students with disabilities is ready to go to the full Florida House.

Citizens Property Insurance added nearly four thousand policies last week as it nears a total of almost one and a quarter million policies. Sarasota County is taking a hard look at rising sea levels. A bill that could lead to increased growth of a school-vouchers program for students with disabilities is ready to go to the full Florida House. Pasco County Drivers will have a new, convenient way to renew their vehicle registration. Florida children under the age of 16 would be banned from popular social media platforms regardless of parent approval under a bill passed by th

Hillsborough County book reviewers voted to keep a widely-banned book in one of its high schools. The Florida Supreme Court will take up a challenge to the constitutionality of a congressional redistricting plan. Pasco County residents can now do some grocery shopping, and renew their vehicle registration at the same time.

The Tampa City Council voted unanimously to push discussion of a juvenile curfew to a later date. Sarasota County is taking a hard look at rising sea levels. A bill that could lead to increased growth of a school-vouchers program for students with disabilities is ready to go to the full Florida House. Pasco County residents can now do some grocery shopping, and renew their vehicle registration at the same time.

Hillsborough County Commissioners are considering whether to fund a hydrogen energy plant. A three-judge panel of a federal appeals court heard arguments Thursday in a challenge to a law that Property Insurance as part of the effort to shift customers into the private market. Private insurers are projected to take about 76-thousand policies this month from the state’s Citizens

Florida’s highest court will hear arguments over the constitutionality of the state’s congressional map. Misinformation about the safety of COVID-19 vaccines is influencing Spanish speakers in Florida. Pasco County Drivers will have a new, convenient way to renew their vehicle registration. Advocates are sounding the alarm on a hydrogen energy plant that is being proposed in Hillsborough County. A Florida Senate committee is signing off on an effort to ban review boards that investigate local law enforcement.

Florida is honoring the lives lost in America’s pursuit of space exploration. One day after the House overwhelmingly passed the bill, Senate President Kathleen Passidomo said her chamber will start considering a proposal that pr
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Investors are buying more single family homes than ever.

Ari Herrera

The Tampa City Council voted unanimously to push discussion of a juvenile curfew to a later date.

Kayla Kissel

Governor Ron DeSantis suspended his presidential campaign earlier this week.

Tom Urban

A global strike in solidarity with Palestinians in Gaza has come to the Tampa Bay area.

Mary Shedden

Private insurers are projected to take about 76-thousand policies this month from the state's Citizens Property Insurance as part of the effort to shift customers into the private market.
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Governor Ron DeSantis is raising legal concerns about the “breadth” of a bill that seeks to prevent children under age 16 from having social-media accounts.

Governor Ron DeSantis suspended his presidential campaign earlier last week.

Ari Herrera

The Florida State Guard may soon be allowed to see action at the southern border.

Tristan Wood, WFSU

Florida lawmakers are considering legislation that would add “parents of an unborn child” to the list of people who can file wrongful death lawsuits.

Steve Newborn

Several Florida Democratic lawmakers are calling on colleagues and Governor Ron DeSantis to take steps to address housing affordability problems.

Stephanie Colombini

In Florida, agriculture has traditionally been one of the biggest drivers of the economy.

Tom Urban

Florida ranks third in the country when it comes to kids being chronically absent from school.

Tom Urban

Abortion rights supporters in Florida are concerned about a bill that could allow parents to sue for civil damages in the death of a fetus.
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Abortion rights supporters in Florida are concerned about a bill that could allow parents to sue for civil damages in the death of a fetus.

Tom Urban

Much of Florida’s history has been defined by what we grow - think oranges, winter vegetables, timber and cattle.

Steve Newborn

A federal judge heard arguments Friday in a challenge to Florida officials’ efforts to disband student-backed pro-Palestinian groups at two universities.

Gabriella Paul

A federal judge heard arguments Friday in a challenge to Florida officials’ efforts to disband student-backed pro-Palestinian groups at two universities.

Tom Urban

A federal judge heard arguments Friday in a challenge to Florida officials’ efforts to disband student-backed pro-Palestinian groups at two universities.

Tom Urban

Florida is failing to reduce the harms of tobacco products for its citizens, according to a new report by the American Lung Association.

Mary Shedden

Abortion rights supporters in Florida are concerned about a bill that could allow parents to sue for civil damages in the death of a fetus.

Stephanie Colombini

Florida lawmakers are considering legislation that would add “parents of an unborn child” to the list of people who can file wrongful death lawsuits.

Stephanie Colombini

A federal judge heard arguments Friday in a challenge to Florida officials’ efforts to disband student-backed pro-Palestinian groups at two universities.

Tom Urban

Florida is failing to reduce the harms of tobacco products for its citizens, according to a new report by the American Lung Association.

Mary Shedden

Florida lawmakers are considering legislation that would add “parents of an unborn child” to the list of people who can file wrongful death lawsuits.

Stephanie Colombini

Florida ranks third in the country when it comes to kids being chronically absent from school.

Danielle Prieur
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Timecode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/29/2024</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Publix Opioids RDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/29/2024</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>1-29 Space Station RDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/29/2024</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>1-26 TFR Demo CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/29/2024</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 State Budget RDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0530/0730</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 DeSantis-Amend WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0530/0730</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1-29 FAU Pres Reax WRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0630/0830</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 Warren Case WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0630/0830</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Smoking Grade WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0700/0900</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>1-30 Roof Insurance WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0700/0900</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 Warren Case CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>0700/0900</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-30 Dems-Amend Roax CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>Interview (2-way)</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-30 FLM Voting XC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>Feature Report</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>1-30 Horse Farm FEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Publix Opioids RDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Smoking Grade WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 Warren Case WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>1-29 DeSantis-Amend CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Publix Opioids RDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1-29 Smoking Grade WRAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30/2024</td>
<td>2p</td>
<td>News Spot</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>1-30 Roof Insurance WRAP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2020, during the Covid-19 pandemic, a tornado hit the home of Lucinda Williams. At 71, Lucinda Williams is recognized as one of America's most celebrated songwriters.

A House panel has approved a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs. Florida Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching.

The number of manatees that died in Florida last year fell for the second year in a row... and hit the lowest total since 2017. Lawmakers made changes to roof regulations for insurance policies during a special session in 2022.

Retiring in Florida is a common decision among elderly humans. This will be a busy election year, starting off with Florida's presidential preference primary in March.

The Florida legislature is considering making funding to protect Jewish day schools a recurring item. A House panel has approved a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. The leader of Florida's House Democrats says she's concerned about Governor Ron DeSantis' plan to ratify four proposed amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

The leader of Florida's House Democrats says she's concerned about Governor Ron DeSantis' plan to ratify four proposed amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs. Florida Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching.

With the full House ready to take up a bill that would loosen work restrictions for some teenagers, the Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching. A House panel has passed a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs.

With the full House ready to take up a bill that would loosen work restrictions for some teenagers, the Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching. A House panel has passed a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs.

A House panel has passed a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs. Florida Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching. A House panel has passed a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. Florida lawmakers want to renew funding for an initiative that's designed to lower property insurance costs.
Florida Ports Council President and CEO Mike Rubin is urging lawmakers to strengthen investments in ports this year to fend off port projects in Texas and efforts by Georgia to centralize auto imports.

In the wake of this past weekend's Gasparilla festivities, volunteers and Tampa city workers came together to clean up around 20 tons of trash.

A House panel has approved a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments. St. Petersburg Mayor Ken Welch held the annual State of the City address today (on Tuesday).

With the full House ready to take up a bill that would loosen work restrictions for some teenagers, the Senate began moving forward with a proposal that would not be as far-reaching.

It's the last week of January, meaning it's Prescribed Fire Awareness Week here in Florida. House panel has passed a proposal that would make it harder to pass state constitutional amendments.

A federal judge is dismissing Disney's free speech lawsuit against Governor Ron DeSantis.

Controversial proposals that would prevent local governments from removing or destroying historic monuments and markers are moving forward in the Florida House and Senate.

Florida once again leads the nation in sign-ups for health plans on the Affordable Care Act Marketplace.

A bill that aims to make changes to Florida's property and gun laws cleared its first hurdle in the Florida Senate.

The COVID-19 pandemic made the already-high-pressure jobs of first responders – like police officers, firefighters and EMS providers – even more stressful. A proposal that could lead to second homes moving out of the state's Citizens Property Insurance is moving through the Senate.

In 2020, during the Covid-19 pandemic, a tornado hit the home of Lucinda Williams.